HOW TO LEARN THE ART OF TOWEL FOLDING
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1. **Lay** full size towel flat.

2. **Roll** one end of the towel.

3. **Roll** both ends until they meet in the center.

4. **Ensure** that the rolls are tight and even.

5. **Fold** together making sure that the center seam is on the outside.

6. **Gently** pull out each end of roll.

1. **Follow** steps 1-3 for the Lobster (page 10) and curl front feet in.

2. **Lift** center of towel up and over the front legs.

3. **Position** head as shown here.

4. **Fold** and roll back end of towel a few times to form back legs.

5. **Sculpt** body as shown and accessorize!
**LOBSTER**

1. **Lay** out full size towel. Roll short edge 1/3 toward center.

2. **Shape** curved edges as shown.

3. **This** is the finished look for towel #1.

4. **Take** a full size towel and place it on top of shaped towel.

5. **Create** pleats as shown.

6. **This** is the finished look after shaping.

7. **Add** accessories!

7. **Pinch** two rolls together, and pull apart.

8. **Hold** top and bottom firmly together.

9. **Fold** face cloth in half to start making the monkey’s face.

10. **Fold** corners to meet in center.

11. **Fold** back bottom of face cloth as seen here.

12. **Fold** face cloth in half again.

13. **Place** head on top of the monkey’s body and add accessories!

...CONTINUED
ELEPHANT

1. Lay full size towel flat.

2. Roll long edges to center until they meet.

3. Fold together making sure that the center seam is on the outside.

4. Fold hand towel loosely as shown.

5. Tightly roll and shape ends toward center as shown.

6. Curl trunk and shape ears as shown. (If trunk won't stay curled, step 5 was not rolled tight enough).

7. Place head on body and accessorize!

BOAT

1. Lay hand towel flat. (Can also be made with full size towel).

2. Fold in half.

3. Fold ends of towel to meet as shown.

4. Fold bottom edge up toward point.

5. Turn towel towards you, pull out from center and refold.

6. Fold top point toward bottom point.

7. Turn over and repeat step 6.

8. Turn towel towards you, pull out from center and refold.

9. Hold bottom points, gently pull apart and flip.
1. **Lay** full size towel flat.

2. **Fold** ends of towel to meet as shown.

3. **Roll** outside edges to meet as shown.

4. **Ensure** that the rolls are tight and even.

5. **Make** a “Z” fold to create body and head.

6. **Add** folded face cloth to tail end and accessories!

---

1. **Follow** steps 1-8 for the Monkey’s body (page 2) and position it as shown in seated position.

2. **Follow** steps 4-6 for the Elephant’s head (page 4), but continue to curl the trunk over the top and tuck it in behind the head.

3. **Shape** ears as shown, and tuck into head.

4. **Place** head on body and accessorize!
Follow steps 1-8 for the Monkey’s body (page 2) and rest it down.

Follow steps 4-6 for the Elephant’s head (page 4), but continue to curl the trunk over the top and tuck it in behind the head.

Shape ears.

Place head on body and accessorize!

Follow steps 1-8 for the Monkey’s body (page 2) and rest it down.

Spread out hand towel and fold it in half, long ways.

Hold down top center of towel and bring top layer of bottom left corner to midline.

Repeat for right side.

Fold top 2 inches of edge behind and roll sides to center.

Turn over and fold down ears.

Place the head on the body and accessorize!